Objective: The purpose of this study was to measure the number of repeat computed tomography (CT) scans performed across an established health information exchange (HIE) in New York City. The long-term objective is to build an HIE-based duplicate CT alerting system to reduce potentially avoidable duplicate CTs. Methods: This retrospective cohort analysis was based on HIE CT study records performed between March 2009 and July 2012. The number of CTs performed, the total number of patients receiving CTs, and the hospital locations where CTs were performed for each unique patient were calculated. Using a previously described process established by one of the authors, hospital-specific proprietary CT codes were mapped to the Logical Observation Identifiers Names and Codes (LOINC V R ) standard terminology for inter-site comparison. The number of locations where there was a repeated CT performed with the same LOINC code was then calculated for each unique patient. Results: There were 717 231 CTs performed on 349 321 patients. Of these patients, 339 821 had all of their imaging studies performed at a single location, accounting for 668 938 CTs. Of these, 9500 patients had 48 293 CTs performed at more than one location. Of these, 6284 patients had 24 978 CTs with the same LOINC code performed at multiple locations. The median time between studies with the same LOINC code was 232 days (range of 0 to 1227); however, 1327 were performed within 7 days and 5000 within 30 days. Conclusions: A small proportion (3%) of our cohort had CTs performed at more than one location, however this represents a large number of scans (48 293). A noteworthy portion of these CTs (51.7%) shared the same LOINC code and may represent potentially avoidable studies, especially those done within a short time frame. This represents an addressable issue, and future HIE-based alerts could be utilized to reduce potentially avoidable CT scans.
BACKGROUND
The advent of health information exchanges (HIEs) has facilitated the sharing of clinical data across different provider organizations in a way not previously possible. With increased use of electronic health records (EHRs), it is hoped that HIEs will enhance the American healthcare infrastructure, enabling physicians to access previously unavailable patient information to support clinical decision-making.
As patients often seek care across multiple institutions, their health records may become fragmented. [1] [2] [3] Lack of access to previous records may lead to providers ordering repeat examinations, some of which may be potentially unnecessary. Interoperability through HIE is expected to reduce cost, [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] aid in transitions of care, 11 reduce hospitalizations, 9, 12, 13 and improve patient safety and quality of care. 4, 5, 9, 14, 15 One expected benefit of HIE is the reduction of repeat testing when patients seek care in multiple clinical settings. 7, 14, 16 Some studies have already demonstrated evidence that HIEs may reduce unnecessary treatments. 9, 17, 18 As such, the federal government has taken a vested interest in promoting EHRs and interoperability, 14, [19] [20] [21] with the Meaningful Use requirements promoting HIE adoption, 22, 23 and provider organizations demanding the integration of HIE. 24, 25 Investigations have shown that imaging studies are particularly costly, and comprise some of the most frequently performed diagnostic tests. 26, 27 There is additional concern for the increased utilization of CTs and the potential health effects of ionizing radiation associated with their use. 28, 29 While the health effects of ionizing radiation are dependent upon multiple factors, 30 growth in computed tomography (CT) usage may be associated with an increased cumulative radiation exposure to patients. 29 Higher cumulative doses of radiation from CTs have been associated with a risk of cancer in children. 31 Predictive models have estimated risk to other patient groups, 28, 32 with even higher risks associated with patients who receive multiple CTs. 33 Given the potential harms associated with CT scans, clinical decision support systems and computerized provider order entry alerts have already been utilized to reduce unnecessary imaging studies within single institutions. [34] [35] [36] However, less is known about the potentially avoidable repeat imaging studies that occur across otherwise unaffiliated institutions in an HIE. Although some repeat CTs may be ordered intentionally, others may be performed simply because prior results are unavailable or unidentified. 37 As radiology reports are among the most commonly distributed results in established HIE systems, 38, 39 there is much speculation and some evidence that established HIEs could reduce repeat imaging. 7, 10, 14 Reductions in cost, increased patient safety, and improved productivity from avoiding unnecessary repeat imaging are estimated to result in national savings in the many millions to possibly billions of dollars. 6, 14, 40 Patient "crossover" occurs when patients visit more than one institution for care, 1, 41, 42 and when repeat CTs are performed across two or more institutions; we refer to these as "crossover CTs." Although the ultimate goal is to reduce potentially avoidable crossover CTs (CT scans which hold the potential to be unnecessary when performed a second time at a second location), there are still multiple obstacles to overcome before the full potential of HIE is reached, and a quantifiable reduction in these CTs is possible. Primarily, the magnitude of the problem, how many crossover CTs are performed on the same patient at different institutions in an HIE, is still unknown.
OBJECTIVE
The purpose of this study was to demonstrate the existence of crossover CT scans within an HIE. We define crossover CT scans as those imaging studies performed on the same patient at two or more institutions. We hypothesize that some of these crossover CT scans are potentially avoidable, and that those crossover CTs that share the same Logical Observation Identifiers Names and Codes (LOINC) and were performed within short time frames are more likely to be avoidable. By demonstrating the existence of crossover CT scans in an HIE, we further define the scope of the problem, estimate national rates of crossover CTs, and hope to support future work toward an HIEbased duplicate CT alerting system to notify providers of previous studies at time of order-entry and reduce the number of potentially avoidable CT scans.
METHODS

Setting
De-identified data were retrospectively examined from imaging studies performed between 
Preparation of Data
Identifiers were removed or hashed in accordance with the aforementioned de-identification policy and duplicate records were removed from the database. We defined duplicate events as those with the same master patient index (MPI) ID, site ID, accession number, and exam date and time. The MPI ID is an HIE-level identifier that links unique patients across the entire HIE. The site ID identifies each unique location within the HIE. The accession number is an institution-level identifier that pertains to unique CTs that were performed at each location. A second stage of data cleaning was performed as some duplicate studies remained, due to different elements of the same CT sharing an accession number. The second stage of de-duplication was based on the unique proprietary name assigned by each institution to a specific type of CT, as well as the MPI ID, site ID, exam date, and exam time.
The final data set was limited to five hospital systems that participated in NYCLIX and performed CTs in Manhattan, and which had already been mapped in our previous work. 45 These included four large academic tertiary care facilities and three small academic hospitals with residency programs. Inpatient discharges for these institutions ranged from 18 611 to 58 725 patients in 2012. 46 All hospital systems participating in NYCLIX that were not primarily based in Manhattan were excluded.
Mapping of Exams
Imaging studies, which had originally been organized by each individual hospital's Picture Archiving and Communication Systems, were mapped to the LOINC V R Standard terminology. This universal coding system allows for electronic transmission and reporting of laboratory and clinical information across systems, and allowed us to measure CTs across locations. 47 Mapping was done via a previously described process that had a 90% accuracy when mapping 99% of CTs performed. 45 The process consisted of examining the names of each institution's CT description and finding a corresponding LOINC code, in part by using the Regenstrief LOINC Mapping Assistant and in part by manual review of the LOINC code database. [48] [49] [50] Given the variability between local CT names and corresponding LOINC codes, multiple codes were sometimes mapped in order to ensure each study was accounted for in the data set. Up to five LOINC codes were mapped to each local CT name, with the first being the most granular. The least granular code may correspond to the body region within which the study of interest took place. For instance: a study labeled "CT Sella turcica w/o Contrast" could be mapped to the first LOINC code 30591-2 "Pituitary and Sella turcica CT WO contrast." However, the additional codes 36932-2 "Pituitary and Sella turcica CT" and 24725-4 "Head CT" were included as less granular codes. In some instances, studies could not be mapped to any existing LOINC code due to either ambiguity in the description of the study or from a lack of available appropriate LOINC codes and were excluded. A more detailed description of the mapping process for this dataset is described in Beitia, 2013. 45 
Framework
In designing our approach we adapted the conceptual framework published by the American College of Radiology's Harvey L. Neiman Health Policy Institute, which defines different classes of repeat imaging into four categories. 51 For the purposes of our adaptation of the American College of Radiology's framework we focused solely on CT imaging. Follow-up CTs were defined as any repeat CT acquired for monitoring of interval change in acute (e.g., head trauma) or chronic conditions (eg, lung mass). Unrelated CTs are any CT that is acquired for a new condition (eg, in a patient who has a CT of the abdomen and pelvis with contrast to rule out appendicitis, and then several weeks later falls off of a ladder and gets the same CT done to assess for acute trauma). Supplementary CTs include any repeat CT that is performed to gain more information for a given condition (eg, a non-contrast head CT to rule-out hemorrhagic stroke, and then a contrast head CT to assess an intracranial mass not suspected before the first CT). Finally, some portion of repeat CTs are duplicate CTs, which are studies performed because prior results were not immediately available, or because the ordering provider was not aware that prior imaging existed.
Although all forms of repeat CTs can be classified into the above four categories, our dataset lacked the clinical detail (ie, indication) necessary to categorize them. Nonetheless, this framework provides a useful conceptual model to our studies findings. We presume that while many of these scans were follow-up, unrelated or supplementary, some proportions are likely potentially avoidable duplicate CTs. We hypothesize that those crossover CTs sharing the same LOINC code are more likely to represent duplicate CT scans and therefore are more likely to be potentially avoidable studies.
The study protocol was deemed "not human research" by the Mount Sinai Institutional Review Board and therefore did not require formal review and approval.
ANALYSIS
The number of CTs performed at each of the five locations was quantified from the dataset. The total number of patients who received CTs was calculated, as was the total number of locations where any kind of CT was performed for each unique patient. Finally, the total number of locations where there was a CT performed with the same LOINC code was calculated for each unique patient. As discussed in the Methods section under mapping process, location-specific CT scans were mapped to up to five LOINC codes. When CTs across locations had at least one of these five LOINC codes in common (defaulting to the most granular), they were considered a match, and defined as sharing the same LOINC code.
The results were then analyzed to measure the number of studies performed on (1) all patients with at least one CT performed ("all CT patients"), and the subsets of patients who (2) had CTs at only one location ("single location CT patients") or (3) had CTs at multiple locations ("total CT crossover patients"), and (4) the subset of total CT crossover patients who had at least one CT performed with the same LOINC codes at more than one location ("CT crossover patients with the same LOINC code").
Similarly, the total number of CT scans performed was quantified for all CT patients ("all CTs"), single-location CT patients ("single-location CTs"), total CT crossover patients ("total crossover CTs"), and for the subset of total CT crossover patients with the same LOINC code ("crossover CTs with the same LOINC code").
Descriptive statistics including total number of patients, total number of CTs, mean number of CTs per patient, and total number of visits where a CT was performed were calculated. Each of these values was totaled for all patients, single location patients, total CT crossover patients, and CT crossover patients with the same LOINC code.
Given the goals of the study, no comparison was made between single-location and multi-location repeat exams, as our interest was specific to patients that visited multiple locations within the HIE.
To identify the greatest number of times a crossover CT with the same LOINC code had been performed on a CT crossover patient with the same LOINC code, we quantified the number independent locations (up to the maximum of the five) that an individual patient had visited and received the same CT.
To study the trends in transition of care between locations, a correlation matrix was developed for those crossover CTs with the same LOINC code performed on CT crossover patients with the same LOINC code. When a crossover CT with the same LOINC code was identified, the pair of locations at which those exams were performed was tallied in the matrix. For example, when a CT was performed at location 1 and then again at location 2, a single count was added to the first cell of the matrix. Sums of each column represent all crossover CTs with the same LOINC code performed at least once at that location.
To examine the most commonly performed studies in out dataset, frequencies of the LOINC codes associated with the most granular matches of our total number of crossover CTs with the same LOINC code were calculated.
Finally, descriptive statistics were calculated for the time between studies for all crossover CTs with the same LOINC code and the patients on which they were performed using intervals of 3, 7, 30, 60, and 90 days.
Results were organized in Microsoft Excel 2011 for review (Microsoft, Redmond, WA, USA). Of these 9500 total CT crossover patients, there were 6284 CT crossover patients with the same LOINC code (66.1% of 9500) who received 24 978 crossover CTs with the same LOINC code, representing 51.7% (24 978 of 48 291) of total crossover CTs. These CTs were performed over the course of 12 896 hospital visits, with a mean 3.18 (SD ¼ 2.29) CTs per patient.
RESULTS
A flow chart demonstrating patient grouping can be found in Figure 1 . Descriptive statistics for all groups can be found in Table 1 .
Of the 6284 CT crossover patients with the same LOINC code, there were 6006 (95.6%) patients that had the same CT performed at two locations that participated in the HIE. Of the remaining 278 (4.4% of 6284) patients, 236 (3.8%), and 34 (0.54%) had the same CTs performed at three and four locations, respectively, while 8 (0.13%) CT crossover patient with the same LOINC code had the same CT performed at all five locations.
Seventy-four LOINC codes accounted for the 24 978 crossover CTs with the same LOINC code. The most commonly performed CT was LOINC code 30799-1 (Head CT WO contrast) with 11 856 (47.5% of the 24 978) exams. All LOINC codes that correspond to crossover CTs with the same LOINC code and their frequencies can be found in Table 2 .
For the 6284 crossover CT patients with the same LOINC code, there was a mean time of 312.46 days (SD ¼ 279.94 days) and a median of 232 days (range: 0-1227) between the initial CT and the second CT performed on patients at another location. When restricted to a 3-day period, there were 241 patients who had the same CT performed at two or more locations, with a mean of 2.29 (SD ¼ 0.76) CTs and a mean time between studies of 1.8 days (SD ¼ 0.99 days). Further analysis of seven, 30 60 and 90-day intervals, as well as the entire study period are demonstrated in Table 3 .
The correlation matrix in Table 4 demonstrates all crossover CTs with the same LOINC code. Each location is depicted as a row or column, and the cell demonstrates the number of CTs shared between each pair of locations. For example: 6712 CTs were performed that share the same LOINC code at both locations 1 and 2, while 223 crossover CTs with the same LOINC code were performed at both locations 4 and 5.
DISCUSSION
Approximately 3% of our study population had CT scans performed at more than one location, which accounted for 48 293 total crossover CTs. Two-thirds (66.2%) of these total CT crossover patients had a repeat CT with the same LOINC code performed at two or more locations resulting in 24 978 Crossover CTs with the Same LOINC code (3.5% of all CTs). It is likely that given the number of crossover CTs performed, some of these repeat studies may have been potentially avoidable duplicates. The vast majority of our study population (93%) had CTs performed only at a single location; however, patients who underwent imaging at two or more locations (CT crossover patients) received 2.6 more CTs on average compared with individuals being imaged at only one location. We discovered that crossover CTs with the Same LOINC code represent only 3.5% of the total number of CTs performed in our dataset, yet they represent a large absolute number of imaging studies (24 978 ) and 52% of the crossover CTs performed.
In the United States during 2012 there were approximately 85 million CT scans performed. 52, 53 Although our sample likely overrepresents large academic medical centers when compared to CT scans ordered nationwide, if we extrapolate our findings, nearly six million of these CTs have the potential to be crossover studies and nearly three million could be the exact same study based on a LOINC code match. A 2011 study found the average cost of a head CT in the United States to be $510, while an abdominal CT was $584 and a pelvis was $522. 54 If even only a small percentage of these three million presumed duplicate CT scans performed annually could be avoided with an HIE-based alerting system, the savings could be substantial. Because our study only included five institutions in the New York metropolitan area, and the HIE has now grown to over 50 institutions, we expect that our current approach underestimates the true number of crossover and potentially avoidable duplicate CT scans. Additionally, we defined same CT scans across two or more locations as those that shared at least one common LOINC code, and in the mapping process each location-specific proprietary CT code was mapped to as many as five LOINC codes with varying levels of granularity. It is possible that CTs performed on the same anatomical region but on two separate areas of interest (ie, CT Liver and CT Kidneys) did not map to a common LOINC code as part of the mapping process, but still represent potentially avoidable duplicate studies given the appropriate clinical scenario.
The median time between CTs in our study was 232 days, which suggests that the majority of studies were clinically relevant and independently warranted, based on the considerable time between CTs. However, there were a noteworthy number of scans performed within a shorter time frame, which we believe to be more likely to represent avoidable CTs. For example, 510 CT crossover patients with the same LOINC code had a total of 1327 crossover CTs with the same LOINC code, with a mean of 2.6 CTs per patient performed at different locations within 7 days. Given the short interval of time between exams, it is possible that some of these CTs could be avoidable duplicates. Further investigation might explore determination of the optimal amount of time between repeat studies where the second or subsequent exam is likely to be potentially avoidable.
Additionally, we discovered that the vast majority (47.5%) of crossover CTs with the same LOINC code are non-contrast studies of the head. While we did not explore if this frequency is proportional to the entire cohort, it does suggest that there are specific CTs that may comprise of a disproportionate number of potentially avoidable duplicate studies. Future research could determine which specific LOINC codes are most predictive of unnecessary studies, and guide interventions to where they are most effectual.
Six thousand seven hundred twelve of the crossover CTs with the same LOINC code (27%) were performed between two locations (first CT at location 2, second at location 1) with an additional 4467 (18%) CTs performed first at location 3 and then a location 1 (Table 3) . Given the limitations of our study we are unable to determine why a disproportionate number of secondary crossover CTs with the same LOINC code were performed at location 1, but further research could focus on location-specific utilization of HIE information, studies of the migration of patients between locations in the HIE, and barriers to access to clinical information provided by the HIE at this specific location.
Overall, it is known that existent HIEs are drastically underutilized. 8, 18 Even in the scenario of the unfamiliar patient, where HIE was expected to play a key role, 55 studies have shown that clinicians take advantage of HIEs less frequently than expected. 56, 57 Lack of training, lack of workflow integration and optimization, and other usability issues in fast-paced healthcare environments are just some of the reasons cited for this lack of adoption and usage of HIE. 56, 58, 59 Other authors have suggested that regardless of availability, the risk of missing a clinically significant diagnosis by not repeating a study justifies the cost of the duplicate test. 40 However, it may be insufficient to simply require the utilization of HIE, 56 or to hold those providers who order avoidable studies accountable. 40 Instead, it has been proposed that the direct integration of HIE into EHRs, while inherently challenging, could facilitate the ease of use of already available systems. 56 Ultimately, improved interoperability offers an opportunity to create a HIE-empowered duplicate CT alerting system. It is possible that a system could be built by mapping all CT names and codes across all locations in an HIE to LOINC, and implementing alerting algorithms based on certain rules (eg, time between studies, anatomical proximity of subsequent exams, etc.). Alerts could then be presented at the point of provider order entry, prior to actual placement of an order, thereby offering the provider an opportunity to review prior results and consider an alternative diagnostic approach if appropriate. Future research might focus on measurement of mapping reliability to develop best practices, and development of a simple semantic anatomical ontology to assess when similar studies (such as those with anatomical proximity, eg, CT head and CT sinuses) are being performed at different provider organizations. Additionally, future studies should include mapping to the forthcoming combined LOINC/RadLex terminology, work that is funded under a contract from the National Institute of Biomedical Imaging and Bioengineering. 60, 61 Limitations Because our analysis was limited to the information available in the HIE, which included only de-identified data in compliance with both Healthix and New York State policies, the analysis was limited in several respects. First, no information regarding the indication for studies was available, so it was not possible to determine if repeated studies were being performed for a new indication (ie, unrelated CTs). Second, no information on dosimetry was available, so actual radiation exposure was not calculated. Third, no additional patient characteristics were available, so further analysis to determine factors that lead to crossover CTs was not possible. Fourth, we presume that potentially avoidable scans are more likely to occur in shorter time frames. Therefore, the 5000 CTs performed within 30 days may contain the most potentially avoidable duplicate studies, but further research would be necessary to elicit the timeframes that contain the most avoidable CTs. Fifth, because there is no semantic anatomical ontology in LOINC that we could leverage, we were unable to determine which CTs might be similar (e.g., CT abdomen at one location with IV contrast, followed by a CT abdomen at another location without IV contrast), and we were only able to study exact LOINC code matches. Finally, this study was based on an existing dataset that contained CT data from only five location. Healthix now contains more than 50 locations that perform CTs. It is reasonable to assume that the greater the number of locations in a dataset available for this type of analysis, the greater the number of crossover occurrences that will be detected, and the more accurate the measurement of CT crossover. This dataset likely underestimates the true degree of crossover in the New York City region, and may undervalue the potential impact of a repeat CT alerting system.
CONCLUSIONS
HIEs are expected to play key roles in reducing repeat testing, including minimizing the number of CT scans performed on patients in the United States. This study shows that although only a relatively small proportion of patients received repeat CTs at more than one location, the absolute number of patients, and their disproportionately large number of repeat CTs, defines an addressable problem. A HIE-based repeat CT alerting system could play a role in health care by enabling novel ways to reduce unnecessary testing.
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